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1As the UT System Board 
of Regents conducts a review 
of policies concerning em-
ployee-student relationships, 
UT uses two separate policies 
to deal with such incidents, 
with overlapping disclo-
sure procedures and a range 
of consequences.
The policies came into 
play recently when two sepa-
rate incidents involving UT 
coaches surfaced. In January, 
Bev Kearney, former women’s 
track and field head coach, 
resigned after she was told the 
University was prepared to 
fire her for having a relation-
ship with a former student-
athlete in her program about 
10 years ago. Last month, an 
open records request by The 
Daily Texan revealed foot-
ball co-offensive coordinator 
Major Applewhite had an 
incident with an unnamed 
student in 2009, which was 
described by DeLoss Dodds, 
men’s head athletic director, 
as “inappropriate, consensual 
behavior.” As punishment, 
Applewhite did not receive 
a raise that year and had to 
schedule an initial appoint-
ment with a counselor, but 
was not fired and received a 
promotion two years later. 
The University currently 
has separate but overlapping 
policies for consensual re-
lationships and sexual mis-
conduct. Kearney and Apple-
white’s incidents appear to 
have been dealt with under 
the consensual relationships 
policy, though Katherine 
Antwi Green, assistant vice 
president for the Office of 
Institutional Equity, which 
Almost nine years after 
the Commission of 125 is-
sued a list of recommenda-
tions for UT to better serve 
Texas and society in gen-
eral, the University has seen 
mixed results. 
President William Powers 
Jr. spoke about the progress 
the University has made to-
ward the goals established 
by the Commission of 125, 
a 2004 report that recom-
mended initiatives to cre-
ate a “disciplined culture 
of excellence” at UT over 
the course of 25 years, to 
the Board of Regents’ Aca-
demic Affairs Committee 
 on Tuesday. 
One major goal of the com-
mission was to lower the Uni-
versity’s student-faculty ratio 
to 16:1 by 2014. 
“The quality of educa-
tion the Commission seeks 
for UT students can be 
achieved only if there is 
They form the core of the 
one of the largest university 
shuttle system in the country. 
Last year, they ferried more 
than 4.6 million passengers 
over 13 different routes, linking 
such areas as the Pickle Re-
search Center in North Austin 
to Riverside in southeast Aus-
tin with the University. 
And at the heart of it all are 
shuttle drivers, who operate a 
fleet of 87 buses and collec-
tively work around 225 days a 
year to provide shuttle service 
to faculty, students and staff.
UT shuttles form a large 
percentage of transportation 
at the University, and there-
fore shuttle drivers bear a large 
responsibility for safely trans-
porting students to where they 
need to go each day. 
“Safety comes first, sched-
ule comes later,” said Brenda 
Free, a UT shuttle driver for 
the Far West route. Free said 
that during the week she 
wakes up around 4:45 a.m. in 
order to start her shift at 6:30 
a.m. Each bus driver works 
eight-hour shifts, Free said. 
Despite working around 
the University, shuttle driv-
ers are not employees of UT 
or Capital Metro but are 
employed by First Transit, a 
bus transportation provider 
The first day Lyndon B. 
Johnson met Claudia “Lady 
Bird” Taylor, he asked her to 
marry him. After she said no, 
the would-be president and 
first lady exchanged 90 let-
ters in the following 10 weeks 
that are now being released 
digitally to the public by the 
LBJ Presidential Library this 
Valentine’s Day.
“It just seemed like a good 
time to do it,” said Claudia 
Anderson, the library’s su-
pervisory archivist. “We’ve 
had several requests from re-
searchers to open these.”
After meeting for the first 
time in Austin, LBJ decided 
to start corresponding with 
Lady Bird, who had recently 
graduated from UT. Ander-
son said the letters show the 
growth of their relationship.
“She begins her letters by 
saying ‘I’m not going to write 
While members of the Tex-
as Legislature continue to butt 
heads over undergraduate 
graduation priorities and the 
role of research, graduate stu-
dents are seeing shifts in their 
enrollment, employment and 
fellowship opportunities at 
the University.
Starting this year, the Uni-
versity has decentralized its 
graduate fellowship award de-
cisions and will make tuition 
benefits for teaching assistants 
(TA) and assistant instructors 
(AI) tax-free this fall in hopes of 
offsetting the coming decline in 
tuition benefits next semester. 
Although undergraduate 
enrollment at UT has grown 
incrementally over the past 
decade, graduate enrollment 
fell 4.3 percent from its fall 
2009 peak. Currently, there 
are 11,123 graduate students 
at UT, not including students 
at the School of Law. 
The changes in cohort 
sizes and fellowship awards 
have been part of a Uni-
versity push to ensure that 
graduate students continue 
to receive financial support 
that remains competitive 
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Longhorns top 
Cyclones in 
Myck Kabongo’s 
return.
SPORTS
A new photog-
raphy exhibit 
hits the Ransom 
Center.
LIFE&ARTS
TEXAN IN-DEPTH
Nature of grad student employment shifting
By Andrew Messamore
GRAD continues on page 3
This is part one of a three-part series on the changing 
nature of employment at the University of Texas. The 
series will be continued next week with an update on the 
outsourcing of campus utilities jobs.
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TUITION BENEFITS
Full-time teaching assistants and assistant instructors
This fall will be the first time tuition 
benefits for TAs and AIs has 
decreased since the inception of 
benefits in 1997.
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This fall will be the first time 
tuition benefits for TAs and AIs 
has decreased since the 
inception of benefits in 1997.
CAMPUS
Shuttle driver love
Lifeline of UT campus responsible 
for getting students’ days rolling
Pearce Murphy | Daily Texan Staff 
Malgorzata Adamaszek currently drives a Capital Metro bus for students who take the West Campus bus route. Drivers like 
Adamaszek work eight hours a day, operating a fleet of 87 buses to provide free shuttle service to faculty, students and staff.
By Mark Carrion
CITY
LBJ courting
saga becomes 
public display 
of affection 
By Victor Hernandez-Jayme 
Emily Ng
Daily Texan Staff
At the Board of 
Regents meet-
ing Wednesday 
morning UT 
President 
William Powers 
addressed 
issues and 
goals for the 
University such 
as lowering 
student-faculty 
ratio.
UNIVERSITY
By Jordan Rudner
Discrepancies revealed 
in relationship policies
University’s goals in question
UNIVERSITY
By Jordan Rudner
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Texas is still on track 
to meet its higher 
education goals but 
is slowing, accord-
ing to testimony at the 
Capitol. PAGE 5
KLRU hosts Blacka-
demics, a series featur-
ing scholars talking 
about various issues 
pertinent to the black 
community. PAGE 5
SPORTS
Freshman Holly Kern 
pitches shutout in the 
Longhorns 6-0 victory 
over the Stephen F. Aus-
tin Lady Jacks. Texas is 
now 6-0 on the season 
and will head to Hous-
ton this weekend for the 
Houston Hilton Plaza 
Invitational. PAGE 6
Longhorns struggle 
on the court and fall 
68-47 to Kansas State 
on the road. Nneka 
Enemkpali recorded her 
11th double-double in 
the loss. Texas is 9-14 
on the season. PAGE 6
LIFE&ARTS
Science Scene is 
back to blast relation-
ships.  PAGE 10
No matter what situ-
ation you find yourself 
in this Valentine’s Day, 
we’ve got a movie for 
you. Nicholas Sparks is 
a pretty reliable date. 
PAGE 10
COLUMN
NATALIE SAN LUIS
Former Pres. George W. 
Bush’s paintings of him-
self devolved into fodder 
for short-lived entertain-
ment. When scandal 
takes precedence over 
enforcing high expecta-
tions for our leaders, it’s 
a problem. PAGE 4
Today 
in history
In 1929 
Saint Valentine’s Day 
massacre: Seven 
people, six of them 
gangster rivals of Al 
Capone’s gang, are 
murdered in Chicago, 
Illinois. 
TODAY
For more
love stories...
check out our Life 
& Hearts section
L&A p. 10
Japan’s 3.11
catastrope topic 
12:15-1:30 p.m. in Sid Rich-
ardson Hall, Room 3.12
Guest speaker Richard 
Samuels presents 
“Japan’s 3.11 Catastrophe: 
The Rhetoric of Crisis 
and Political Change,” 
a talk on how Japanese 
political entrepreneurs 
have used the March 2011 
catastrophe in Tohoku 
(3.11) to nudge national 
policy in the direction 
of their own choosing. 
Refreshments provided.
Free
Kithara Duo  
performs at Cactus
7:30-11 p.m. at the 
Cactus Cafe
Classical Cactus does 
Valentine’s Day like 
never before with a show 
featuring the Kithara Duo 
followed by Austin guitarist 
Tom Echols and Austin 
Symphony Orchestra 
violist Leah Nelson, 
presenting a special 
duo program just for this 
occasion. $5 
See Video: bit.ly/utshuttle
2you every day,’ before long 
she is writing every day. You 
see her progressing from ‘I’m 
not sure about this’ to ‘I adore 
you,’” Anderson said.
The LBJ Library will be 
uploading transcripts of the 
letters and audio record-
ings of Lady Bird talking 
about their courtship, as 
well as pictures of the couple 
in 1934. Most of the mate-
rial has not been previously 
available to the public. 
In her letters, Lady Bird 
also mentions going to Dal-
las for the 1934 TX-OU foot-
ball game at the State Fair 
and her strong relationship 
to the University.
“That’s when she thought 
of having a formal photo-
graph made for him, [in Dal-
las 1934] because the pho-
tographer in Marshall make 
her look ‘like an ogre,’ but she 
didn’t have the picture taken 
because she couldn’t find her 
dress,” Anderson said.
The letters, which are not 
dated, were written from Sep-
tember to mid-November 
of 1934 when Johnson was a 
congressional aide in Wash-
ington, D.C. and Lady Bird 
was in Karnack, Texas, reno-
vating her family’s home. 
In one of his letters to Lady 
Bird, the 26-year-old LBJ 
wrote: “I love you — only 
you. Want to always love — 
only you.“ LBJ closes his letter 
with the request, “Mix some ‘I 
love you,‘ in the lines and not 
between them.“
Around three days after 
LBJ’s letter, 21-year-old Lady 
Bird responded to his con-
stant proposal: “All I can say, 
in absolute honesty, is — I 
love you, I don’t know how 
everlastingly I love you, — so 
I can’t answer you yet.” 
After their correspon-
dence, Lady Bird agreed to 
his proposal and the couple 
married in San Antonio in 
1934. They honeymooned in 
Xochimilco, Mexico.
Not everyone was im-
pressed by the 36th presi-
dent’s courtship style.
“I don’t think he is neces-
sarily a romantic,” Spanish 
junior Kay Treon said. “I get 
the impression that this was 
his way of stepping away from 
the world, writing her — a 
sort of refuge.”
Anderson said the library 
plans to upload transcripts 
of Lady Bird audio diaries, 
recorded in 1964, and show-
case them “in the not-too-
distant future.”
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based in Cincinnati. First 
Transit contracts the driv-
ers out to the University to 
provide a total of 125,000 
hours of shuttle service per 
year, Capital Metro spokes-
woman Melissa Ayala said. 
“Capital Metro provides 
the vehicles, facility, fuel, and 
First Transit operates and 
maintains the service,” said 
Dottie Watkins, vice presi-
dent of bus and paratransit 
services for Capital Metro. 
Watkins also said that all 
prospective shuttle drivers 
must be at least 21-years-old, 
proficient in English, capable 
of passing physical exams 
and drug tests and able to 
handle stressful situations. 
Watkins said that back-
ground checks screen ap-
plicants for any records of 
felonies and misdemeanors 
along with any serious traf-
fic violations, which if in-
curred within the last seven 
years, will usually result in 
the applicant’s disqualifica-
tion from selection.
“They’re really strict. 
They look for everything on 
background,” said Cleo Ca-
ruthers, a UT shuttle driver 
who was hired a couple 
months ago.
Caruthers said that out of 
his prospective class of 20 
drivers, only five made it past 
the background checks. In 
addition, most drivers oper-
ating the Capital Metro city 
buses need to have several 
references in order to gain a 
job as a UT shuttle driver.
“There is a strong bond 
among the shuttle drivers 
around UT,” Caruthers said. 
“We all graduated together 
and it took a long time.”
For students like Jon Bar-
ry, a structural engineering 
graduate student, catching 
and riding UT shuttles is a 
daily routine. 
“We’re such a big school 
it’s hard to get so many 
students to live so close to 
campus,” Barry said. 
Barry, who relies on the 
Red River shuttle line to 
transport him to and from 
campus, said that the shut-
tles are an important part of 
the University.
Free said transporting 
students is what makes the 
job enjoyable. 
“I love driving,” she said. 
“I love trying to get the 
people on time to class.” 
Marketing sophomore Mabil 
Zaldivar, who rides the 
Cameron Road line daily, 
said the shuttle drivers are 
important to students for an-
other reason. 
“A lot of the time they’re 
our first impression in the 
morning,” Zaldivar said. “It 
sets the mood for the rest of 
your day.” 
BUS continues from page 1LBJ continues from page 1
sponsors both policies, said 
her office does not speak to 
individual cases.
“We do not interpret policy,” 
Green said. 
According to the University 
Policy Office, sexual miscon-
duct is defined as “behavior 
or conduct of a sexual nature 
that is unprofessional and/or 
inappropriate for the educa-
tional and working environ-
ment.” One of the behaviors 
of sexual misconduct out-
lined by the policy is a “fail-
ure to observe the appropriate 
boundaries of the supervisor/
subordinate or faculty/student 
relationship, including the 
participation of a supervisor, 
teacher, advisor or coach in 
an unreported consensual ro-
mantic or sexual relationship 
with a subordinate employee 
or student.”
Meanwhile, a consensual 
relationship is defined as “a 
mutually acceptable, romantic 
and/or sexual relationship be-
tween a University employee 
with supervisory, teaching, 
evaluation or advisory au-
thority and an employee, stu-
dent and/or student employee 
who is directly supervised, 
taught, evaluated or advised 
by that employee.”
Green said the differ-
ence between consensual 
relationships and sexual 
misconduct usually comes 
down to a matter of consent. 
“The key, critical difference 
is the element of belief that 
both parties consented to the 
relationship,” Green said. 
President William Powers 
Jr. and Nick Voinis, senior 
associate athletics director 
for communications, did 
not return multiple requests 
for comment. 
“Speaking generally, 
whenever we receive al-
legations of inappropriate 
behavior, we take them seri-
ously, investigate promptly, 
and determine the appro-
priate action on a case-
by-case basis based on the 
information we have at the 
time,” UT spokesman Gary 
Susswein said. 
The regents have the sec-
ond day of their meeting on 
Thursday, though a discus-
sion of the policy is not on 
their agenda. 
COACH continues from page 1
direct and meaningful en-
gagement between students 
and professors,” the report 
read. “The student-faculty 
ratio is an important and tra-
ditional measure of a quality 
undergraduate education.”
UT has seen slight but 
inconsistent results on this 
front in the past several 
years. From 2008 to 2011, 
the faculty-student ratio 
averaged 18.54:1 but rose 
to 19.15:1 in the 2011-2012 
school year. The faculty-
student ratio for the current 
school year is 19.09:1. 
Regent Wallace Hall Jr. 
questioned why the Universi-
ty has made little progress on 
the goals of the commission.
“As I look through the 
student-faculty ratio, I see 
virtually no movement, 
both at the department 
level and the college lev-
el,” Hall said. “Graduation 
rates, course loads, reten-
tion rates — how do we 
accomplish these goals?”
Powers acknowledged his 
concerns but emphasized 
that gains in technology 
mean the significance of the 
ratio has changed. 
“I do think there are ways 
of looking at whether the 
student-faculty ratio set un-
der conditions in 2004 as a 
benchmark are appropriate 
today,” Powers said. “It turns 
out, there are ways of using 
course transformation tech-
nology to make large classes 
more interactive.”
Powers said technological 
developments can make large 
lecture classes more effective.
“I don’t know what the 
student-faculty ratio ought 
to be 10 years from now,” 
Powers said. “I would be 
surprised if technology 
doesn’t alter that answer.”
At the same time, Powers 
said he agreed that lowering 
the faculty student ratio is 
an important part of being 
competitive. He attributed 
the lack of progress in part to 
decreased funding. 
The board’s Academic Af-
fairs Committee also approved 
implementing a four-year 
guaranteed tuition plan at all 
nine academic institutions in 
the fall of 2014. A statement 
issued by the System said the 
board is likely to approve the 
change Thursday morning. 
Powers also said the search 
is set to begin for a dean for 
Austin’s new medical school, 
which will be called Dell School 
of Medicine, and addressed 
questions from the regents 
about insufficient funding for 
graduate student stipends.
“Having very robust grad-
uate students is absolutely 
critical, and we are way be-
hind our competitors,” Pow-
ers said. “If we’re really go-
ing to be at the top, we need 
to be able to compete in 
terms of graduate stipends.”
The board will discuss and 
approve contracts, tenure ap-
pointments and past minutes 
at their meeting Thursday.
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Claudia Anderson releases a collection of love letters that were written during the courtship of LBJ 
and Ladybird Johnson for display at the LBJ Museum on Valentines Day.
 — Cleo Caruthers,
UT shuttle driver
There is a strong 
bond among the 
shuttle drivers 
around UT. We all 
graduated together 
and it took a long 
time.    
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with peer institutions, while 
also granting flexibility to in-
dividual departments to allo-
cate resources as they see fit.
Shrinking funds, growing needs
The benefit received by TAs 
and AIs, the largest source 
of financial support for the 
graduate student body ac-
cording to the Office of Grad-
uate Studies, will decline back 
to $3,784 per student next 
fall, after temporarily being 
boosted to $4,000 during this 
academic year to keep pace 
with the 3.6 percent increase 
in graduate tuition. This will 
be the first time a decline has 
occurred since the inception 
of benefits in fall 1997.
Also for the first time, the 
students receiving the benefit 
next semester will not have to 
pay taxes on it. After consult-
ing with the Internal Revenue 
Service, the University has 
discovered that the amount of 
funding provided to graduate 
students through tuition ben-
efits is enough to qualify for 
tax-exempt status, said John 
Dalton, assistant dean of the 
Office of Graduate Studies. 
The benefit, along with in-
state residency status, is part 
of the financial compensation 
awarded to TAs and AIs.
“When tuition assistance 
was set up, the compensation 
for those positions was fairly 
low, and the benefit was part 
of that compensation,” Dalton 
said. “Over the years we have 
increased the stipend we pay, 
and it has increased to be of 
acceptable compensation for 
a [tax-exempt] benefit.”
Necessary for teaching un-
dergraduate seminars, the 
number of graduate TAs and 
AIs employed by the University 
has changed only slightly from 
3,089 in spring 2009 to 3,068 in 
fall 2012, meaning nearly 27.6 
percent of graduate students in 
fall 2012 worked as TAs or AIs.
Esther Raizen, associate 
dean for research at the Col-
lege of Liberal Arts, said state 
funding reductions mean 
the amount of tuition benefit 
paid to TAs and AIs will not 
keep pace with the rising cost 
of graduate student tuition 
over time. As part of the TA 
or AI benefit, graduate stu-
dents receive resident status 
and earned $4,000 a semester 
toward tuition this year if they 
worked for 20 or more hours 
a week. The average cost of 
full-time tuition this year was 
$5,370 a semester for residents 
and $10,264 for non-residents.
“The tuition benefit is a way 
of funding partial support,” 
Raizen said. “It’s not dramatic, 
but it’s still a difference. And 
we can’t reduce the number of 
TAs or AIs. In the absence of 
additional funding, reduced 
student cohorts are the only 
means by which we can in-
crease our student support 
and remain competitive.”
Decentralization
Individual colleges and 
schools managed a little more 
than half of the $14 million 
in graduate fellowships at the 
University for the first time 
this year, a role previously 
overseen by the Office of 
Graduate Studies. Fellowship 
funding derives from a vari-
ety of funds and endowments 
and was decentralized ac-
cording to the requirements 
of each fellowship.
According to the Office of 
Graduate Studies, the amount 
of University-funded fellow-
ship awards for graduate stu-
dents has continued to rise in 
recent years and reached an all-
time high this school year. But 
these funds only account for 
slightly less than 5 percent of all 
funds used to support graduate 
students, said Marvin Hackert, 
associate dean of the Office of 
Graduate Studies.
A joint committee of Fac-
ulty Council and the Gradu-
ate Assembly last year also 
found that fellowship grants 
after decentralization were 
much more irregular in 
amounts granted because of 
communication breakdowns 
in individual departments.
Alan Friedman, English pro-
fessor and co-chairman of the 
committee, said colleges were 
unsure how to offer fellowship 
funding because individual 
deans had less experience and 
could not manage over-offers 
or under-offers across the 
University the way the Office of 
Graduate Studies could.
“When fellowships were 
centralized, they could offer 
more money than they had, 
because experience taught 
them that the students were 
not always going to be accept-
ed,” Friedman said. “Nobody 
took a chance of offering more 
than it had. And it’s tougher 
to do if you’re giving out at a 
smaller unit. When central-
ized, you could make up the 
offers in the other departments 
if you fell short in one area.” 
Since gaining the power to 
allocate its fellowships, the 
College of Liberal Arts has 
overhauled its awards to be 
competitive in funding with 
peer institutions. Beginning 
in fall 2013, the college will 
award fewer, but more valu-
able fellowships that provide a 
minimum of $20,000 per aca-
demic year, including tuition 
and student health insurance. 
Raizen said this was done to 
keep pace with the rising cost 
of living in Austin and paying 
graduate tuition at UT, which 
is estimated by International 
Student & Scholar Services to 
be $25,370 a year for residents, 
and $34,310 for non-residents. 
An average of $5,370 of that 
cost goes to tuition.
State-level woes
As University resources are 
focused on meeting four-year 
graduation rates and under-
graduate priorities, graduate 
student budgets have been 
targeted for reduction, said 
Michael Redding, president 
of the Graduate Student As-
sembly and a Texas Student 
Media contract employee.
“The colleges are looking 
and saying, ‘We don’t want to 
give just a little bit of money to 
a lot of people,’” Redding said. 
“As much as it pains me to see 
graduate support getting cut, 
most graduate students would 
admit that they need to keep 
the funding that they have.”
In fall 2012, only 9.5 per-
cent of undergraduates were 
non-residents, but 56.9 per-
cent of graduate students at 
UT were out-of-state or in-
ternational students.
“In this Legislature, the pri-
mary focus is on undergradu-
ates,” Redding said. “That’s 
who their constituents are. 
But graduates are out-of-state 
and international and not 
voting, so the graduate expe-
rience is left out of the mix.”
State Sen. Kirk Watson, D-
Austin, a member of the Sen-
ate Higher Education Com-
mittee, said in a statement to 
The Daily Texan that graduate 
student issues deserve more 
attention from the Legislature.
“The Legislature must stop 
starving universities to the point 
that some administrators are 
tempted to undermine gradu-
ate programs, or other critical 
higher education necessities, to 
preserve other resources and 
offerings on a campus,” Watson 
said. “Higher education should 
be treated as a vital investment, 
not a zero-sum game.”
As of press time, there had 
been more than 2,500 bills filed 
in the current legislative session 
— and only one bill with “grad-
uate” in the title has been filed 
for graduate students at public 
universities in Texas. 
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UNDERGRADUATE ENROLLMENT
ENROLLMENT, LIVING AND TUITION IN 2012
ENROLLMENT OVER TIME
Tuition (one 15-hour semester)
Resident $5,370
Non-resident $10,624
Cost of living (including tuition)
Resident $25,370
Non-resident $34,310
Tuition (one 15-hour semester)
Resident $4,895
Non-resident $16,651
Cost of living (including tuition)
Resident $17,989
Non-resident $29,745
“In this legislature, the primary focus is on undergraduates. 
That’s who their constituents are. But graduates are  
out-of-state and international and not voting, so the  
graduate experience is left out of the mix.”
As the university loses state funding, it has  
reduced its graduate student cohort sizes but  
still continues to meet state demand for  
undergraduate teaching priorities.
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Full-time teaching assistants and assistant instructors
This fall will be the first time tuition 
benefits for TAs and AIs has 
decreased since the inception of 
benefits in 1997.
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This fall will be the first time 
tuition benefits for TAs and AIs 
has decreased since the 
inception of benefits in 1997.
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 — Cleo Caruthers,
UT shuttle driver
There is a strong 
bond among the 
shuttle drivers 
around UT. We all 
graduated together 
and it took a long 
time.    
4 OPINION
It was 10 p.m. and students were flooding the 
PCL to prepare for their finals. I was growing 
nervous. My exam was scheduled to take place in 
less than 24 hours and I still had a lot of material 
left to cover. Turning to my study partner, I asked 
how she had managed to improve her grade in the 
class so quickly. That was when I first found out 
about Adderall.
Adderall and Ritalin are medications that are 
typically prescribed to people diagnosed with at-
tention deficit hyperactivity disorder, or ADHD. 
Made up mainly of amphetamines, Adderall and 
Ritalin help to improve the concentration of the 
afflicted individuals. This therapeutic purpose, 
however, is being manipulated by some students 
for the sake of enhancing their efficiency in 
studying.
Often students find themselves buried by as-
signments and quizzes with nowhere near enough 
time to complete it all, even after cutting back on 
sleep. For some, this pressure forces students to 
look for ways to beat the clock and cram in more 
study time. Sometimes those students turn to 
drugs like Adderall and Ritalin.
However, students who opt for such alternatives 
often forget that the drugs have consequences. 
Prolonged intake of Adderall and Ritalin can lead 
to addiction, depression and in some cases, hal-
lucination. A recent study published by a group 
of professors in the department of psychology at 
the University of Kentucky reveals that the self-
checklists used in diagnosing ADHD are not ef-
fective in distinguishing between the individuals 
who have this disorder from those who merely 
pretend in order to obtain a prescription out of 
selfishness. Combined with the sloppy practices 
of some physicians, the issue has become more 
pervasive and malignant than ever before.
How do we resolve this problem? Some sug-
gest that this issue should be handled with legal 
enforcement, but the idea of conducting urine 
tests on each student who sits down to take an 
exam is farcical. The only reasonable preventa-
tive measure is to make us, the students, realize 
the harm that will be done to our bodies and  to 
help students discover their natural neurological 
potentials.
John Hoberman, a professor in the Germanic 
studies department who is also the author of 
“Testosterone Dreams: Rejuvenation, Aphrodisia, 
Doping,” explains that the tendency to abuse Ad-
derall and Ritalin can negatively affect individu-
als. Students come to depend on Adderall and 
Ritalin in order to function normally. This depen-
dency on the abused substance, Professor Hober-
man says, will eventually induce addiction.
The laws are clear — Adderall and Ritalin are 
classified as Schedule II drugs. Accordingly, il-
legal trade and/or possession of these substances 
will result in serious legal consequences for the 
possessor if he or she is convicted. This includes 
imprisonment and a large fine.  Those who are 
abusing these drugs are cheating not only them-
selves, but also their classmates by using an inap-
propriate shortcut to get ahead in the class.
Hoberman says students should work to devel-
op their own mental abilities, rather than rely on 
the artificial stimulus of drugs.
Syairah is an economics sophomore from 
Malaysia.
A Opinion
Editor-in-Chief Susannah Jacob
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Study drugs cheat yourself 
and your classmates
Q&A: Allen Bard on science, technology and Obama
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GALLERY Scandalized but 
unscrutinized
Natalie San Luis
Daily Texan Columnist
Last Friday, after a hacker broke into the email account of former Presi-
dent George W. Bush’s sister Dorothy, correspondence belonging to the 
Bush family went viral — most notably, images of President Bush’s paint-
ings of himself, disrobed and in the shower.
One painting shows the president’s apparently muscular back as he gazes in a 
mirror in the shower; another displays his outstretched legs in a bathtub. They are 
almost as unskillful as they are awkward. I doubt I would be any better at paint-
ing a nude of myself, but then again, that’s why I don’t try. I would be even more 
reluctant to produce such a painting — not to mention unleash the beast onto the 
Internet — if someone accused me of being “the leader of the free world.”
Millions, including myself, delighted in mocking yet another of Bush’s clumsy 
gaffes — not because we particularly care about how he performs at his hobbies, 
but because it is kind of fun to catch powerful people in embarrassing moments.
When she was informed of the leaked emails, Dorothy Bush could only 
respond, “Why would someone do this?”
That’s a good question, and one that many Americans asked of the Bush ad-
ministration after President Bush admitted that the National Security Agency 
had been engaging in unconstitutional, warrantless wiretaps. For years, federal 
agents monitored the telephone calls, emails and text messages of American 
citizens without any legal justification. None of those citizens could demand a 
Secret Service investigation, because the Bush administration’s suspension of 
basic civil liberties rendered every American a suspect, not a victim.
The Bush family’s hacked images and emails were popular on Facebook and Twit-
ter for a few days. But an event that could have been used to reinvigorate a discussion 
of invasive security measures devolved into a fodder for short-lived entertainment.
America enjoys the fall of its icons. Even if we hide behind the guise of 
disappointment and moral superiority, we love to watch scandals unfold. 
The vast majority of the population has had no vested interest in Lance 
Armstrong’s career, but 28 million of us watched Oprah’s most recent in-
terview, captivated by stories of syringes dumped in Coke cans.
I am not particularly interested in shaming anyone for rubbernecking. 
However, an obsession with scandal can become a problem when it takes 
precedence over enforcing high expectations for our leaders.
Last November, then-CIA Director David Petraeus announced that he was 
resigning because he had engaged in an extramarital affair. Colleagues and gov-
ernment officials, including President Barack Obama, emphasized that they were 
shocked and saddened by the news. For a week, newspapers ran profiles of his 
former mistress Paula Broadwell and revealed details about the “steamy romance.”
The media scandal died down, and the most reprehensible conse-
quences of Petraeus’ departure are receiving far less national attention. 
Last Thursday, John Brennan’s confirmation hearing for the CIA director 
position commenced. Brennan, a UT graduate and the current Homeland 
Security Advisor, is one of the driving forces behind the Obama admin-
istration’s increasingly aggressive drone program, which has killed hun-
dreds of innocent civilians abroad, including children. Petraeus’ consen-
sual relationship with an adult is a career-ending scandal, but replacing 
him with a leader in favor of high-tech mass killings is business as usual.
Also last week, Obama released a memo detailing the total authority 
the White House has over American lives. The previously classified docu-
ment provides a justification for targeted drone strikes against individu-
als, including Americans, suspected of terrorist activity.
The memo serves as the justification for the drone strike against Ameri-
can citizen Anwar al-Awlaki, who was suspected of working with al-Qai-
da. It may also have been the document that gave the government author-
ity to kill al-Awlaki’s son, Abdulrahman, a 16-year-old American citizen 
with no concrete ties to any terrorist organization. The minor was killed 
in a drone strike at a café in Yemen two weeks after his father’s death.
If Abdulrahman al-Awlaki’s case and the recent memo are any indi-
cation of the Obama administration’s stance toward security, American 
citizens can be executed without warning or trial simply by knowing — or 
being born to — the wrong people.
Nonetheless, The Daily Texan didn’t even publish a news article regarding 
the groundbreaking announcement. The paper has published five articles on 
UT assistant football coach Major Applewhite’s “inappropriate relationships” 
and three on the Lance Armstrong scandal since the beginning of 2013.
I enjoy news about embarrassing celebrity moments as much as the 
next person, because we could all use a reminder that the idols we glorify 
are fallible. But we should use that reminder to stop putting leaders on 
pedestals and instead hold them accountable.
The most atrocious scandals are not uncovered through email exchanges 
or leaked photos: They are codified into our laws and upheld by our institu-
tions. There is a distinction between being a voyeur and being an engaged 
citizen. Egalitarian democracies rely on recognizing the difference.
San Luis is a Plan II, English and women’s and gender studies senior from Buda.
Editor’s note: UT professor Allen Bard recently received a National 
Medal of Science. On Feb. 1 at a White House ceremony, President 
Barack Obama presented the award to Bard and to the 11 other re-
cipients (including UT professor John Goodenough). Bard’s work in 
electrochemistry was pivotal in the development of the scanning elec-
trochemical microscope. His discoveries about electrochemistry and 
light help doctors today detect HIV and analyze AIDS. This inter-
view has been edited and condensed for clarity.
Daily Texan: What was it like to meet President Obama?
Allen Bard: He’s a very nice guy. It was interesting.
 
DT: What did you learn meeting him that you didn’t know before?
AB: I think, maybe naively, that you gain something from even 
very brief conversations and observations of behavior. I didn’t know 
him at all before, except as a politician. But he came across in the 
interactions we had as a very nice guy who really cared about science 
and who was enjoying himself, I guess because his other interactions 
aren’t quite so enjoyable (e.g. [interactions] with Congress). He really 
liked it. He invited us in to take pictures with the whole family. 
 
DT: Had you ever been to the White House before?
AB: I’d been to the White House, but just as a tourist.
 
DT: Did [your meeting with the president] impact the way 
you listened to his State of the Union speech?
AB: Probably, probably it did.
 
DT: What’s interesting is that, for somebody who didn’t 
study science himself, he is pretty enamored with it.
AB: He is. He cares about science — you heard him talk 
about it last night, and he cares about climate change. He’s re-
ally worried about it, it’s just very clear.
 
DT: The president seemed to perceive science as the cure-
all to our economic and environmental ills. Do you believe 
that’s true? And how should we approach studying science 
as an educational mission of this country, when science is 
merging with extremely rapid technological innovation? 
AB: Well, [the merging] is a problem. Science is science and 
technology is technology. Clearly interrelated, but they’re not 
the same thing. 
 
DT: How are they different?
AB: Well, science is the pursuit of knowledge and understand-
ing for its own sake, for curiosity for just seeing what happens 
when you do things. Probing into a system just to see what it’s 
like. Technology is the application of science to solve problems, 
so you have a goal, you want to solve a goal, solve those problems. 
So, you see, they’re different, and the reason I raise it is because 
science — that is, the curiosity-driven fundamentals — is getting 
subordinated to technology solving societal problems. It’s not 
that we shouldn’t solve society problems. We sure should, but if 
that’s all you do you’re going to miss a lot. 
DT: How do you advise undergraduates to navigate those con-
flicting messages where sometimes they present science and 
technology as the same thing? And how should a student go 
about pursuing science for the sake of education?
AB: Well, in the teaching, I think we separate pretty well, and 
that we teach science in chemistry and physics and biology; we 
don’t teach the technology. And in fact, more and more, the 
engineers teach science. If you look at what happened to chemi-
cal engineering, it’s  drifted more and more towards science, but 
it’s those scientific aspects that could have societal benefits. If you 
write a proposal to the National Science Foundation, which was 
founded to support science right from the beginning, because 
there was a real belief that by supporting pure science for histori-
cal reasons, you would in fact get societal benefits ...  the fact is 
when you let people do their own thing, they make important 
discoveries, and those discoveries ultimately end up as benefits 
to society because there are new machines and new advances in 
electronics and communications. 
Syairah Ridzuan
Daily Texan Columnist
Marsha Miller
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Public television studio 
KLRU hosted Blackademics, 
a community event showcas-
ing a range of topics pertinent 
to African-American culture 
Wednesday night. Sponsored 
by the Division of Diversity 
and Community Engage-
ment, Blackademics featured 
black studies scholars who 
presented and discussed re-
search centralized around 
education, performance and 
youth empowerment.
During a two-hour pre-
sentation, a total of 11 speak-
ers lectured UT students and 
faculty. Host and founder 
Kevin Foster assembled an 
array of scholars that explore 
a variety of race topics.
“I think there is great work 
within the academy, but some-
times that work doesn’t get 
outside our campus,” Foster 
said. “This is how we can share 
it with the outside world.”
Blackademics is streamed 
live on KLRU and available 
to a national audience.
Foster’s lecture focused on 
the decisions parents have to 
make when choosing a school 
for their children and how 
race complicates this matter. 
“I want to find what great 
schooling and great critical 
thinking looks like to open 
doors for children so to en-
sure that all kids can explore 
their possibilities,” Foster said.
The lack of critical think-
ing and excess of what Fos-
ter referred to as drone 
schools — ones that limit 
thinking and measure intel-
ligence through report cards 
and multiple choice tests — 
dominated the discussion 
throughout the night. An-
other topic covered closing 
the gap in academic perfor-
mance between racial groups 
through empowerment.
In another segment, Leon-
ard Moore, associate vice 
president of the Division of 
Diversity and Community 
Engagement, discussed the 
forms of intelligence required 
in football and focused on 
how the perception of Af-
rican-Americans who play 
football affects their perfor-
mance in the classroom.
“Football is a thinking 
person’s game,” Moore said. 
“There is no course on this 
campus that can compare to 
the language that is found in 
a football playbook. There 
are these intense college foot-
ball environments designed 
to make you the best can be 
but then [these athletes] walk 
into the classroom and feel 
disengaged academically.”
According to Moore, an 
inferiority complex and a 
lack of acknowledging the 
connection between football 
and intelligence contribute 
to demoralization among 
African-American athletes. 
“When you have that son 
or daughter, remind them 
just how smart they have to 
be to play in that sport of 
football,” Moore said.
Aimee Cox, a cultural 
anthropologist at Fordham 
University, incorporated 
movement and audience par-
ticipation in her lecture titled 
“Black Girls and the Chore-
ography of Empowerment.”
“Until we can say: I am 
love, I radiate love, I am beau-
tiful, I am strong, nothing in 
this world can be done,“ said 
Cox while leading the audi-
ence in a life-affirming chant. 
While Texas is currently 
on track to reach targets 
intended to improve higher 
education in the state, some 
hurdles remain.
The Texas Higher Edu-
cation Coordinating Board 
is the state agency charged 
with overseeing Texas’ high-
er education policy. In 2000, 
the coordinating board 
enacted Closing The Gaps 
by 2015, a plan for Texas 
higher education institu-
tions to reach measurable 
goals to put the state on par 
with the rest of the country. 
The goals include increasing 
enrollment, undergraduate 
degrees, federal research 
funds and the national 
reputation of Texas’ higher 
education institutions.
Board commissioner 
Raymund Paredes told the 
House Higher Education 
Committee on Wednesday 
that the state’s higher educa-
tional system is not improv-
ing at a fast enough rate.
“In terms of public higher 
education in Texas, we’re 
getting better, we’re not 
getting better fast enough,” 
Paredes said.
The state aimed to enroll 
an additional 630,000 stu-
dents in higher education 
institutions by 2015. As of 
2012, Texas higher educa-
tion institutions had en-
rolled 540,546 more students 
than in 2000, according to 
Paredes’ presentation.
Paredes said this number 
was above the coordinating 
board’s target for 2012 but 
that growth of enrollment 
has slowed within the past 
few years. Paredes said the 
national discussion ques-
tioning the value of a col-
lege degree and a state law 
requiring students to receive 
bacterial meningitis vacci-
nations may deter potential 
students from enrolling.
According to Paredes, 
enrollment of Hispanic and 
African-American students 
in state higher education 
institutions have about 
doubled since 2000.
Part of the initiative is 
to increase research fund-
ing that Texas universi-
ties receive from the fed-
eral government. Paredes 
said the state currently 
receives 5.9 percent of 
the federal government’s 
university research fund 
budget — sixth behind 
Massachusetts, Maryland, 
Pennsylvania, New York 
and California — which is 
short of the 6.5 percent it 
hopes to reach. 
“We still have a long way 
to go to be where we want to 
be,” Paredes said.
Paredes said the state is 
on track to meet its goal 
of awarding 210,000 un-
dergraduate degrees or 
more annually by 2015, as 
it has awarded 196,561 as 
of 2012.
“We can enroll as many 
students as we possibly 
can, but if they don’t com-
plete their credentials, 
we haven’t accomplished 
much,” Paredes said.
There were also large in-
creases in minority student 
graduations, as Hispanic 
and African-American stu-
dents received 149 percent 
and 92 percent more de-
grees than in 2000.
State Rep. Dan Branch, 
R-Dallas, committee chair-
man, said Texas has the op-
portunity to take the lead in 
a national economy that has 
transitioned from an indus-
trial economy to a knowl-
edge-driven economy.
“Will Texas thrive in a 
knowledge economy the 
way that Pennsylvania and 
Michigan thrived during 
the industrial age … or will 
we fall back in a knowledge 
economy — as some of our 
sisters have that were once 
mighty economic engines 
but [are] now no longer?” 
Branch said.
“FRANK” is a cute, loveable wiener dog, 
Has short coat of white, black, tan, with hints of red and pink. 
#leftcenter 
806-584-4190 
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UT is one of two universities 
in the nation participating in 
a new campus initiative called 
The Creative Activist Network, 
sponsored by Participant Me-
dia and Austin-based nonprof-
it, Students of the World.
The Creative Activist Net-
work (CAN), which was also 
launched at Stanford Univer-
sity, is a new organization on 
campus providing students 
with opportunities to improve 
their multimedia skills while 
creating a portfolio dedicated 
to a pressing social issue. Stu-
dents of the World works to 
assist student-geared causes 
through social media partici-
pation while Participant Media 
uses social media and media 
to enhance awareness of real 
world issues.
“CAN provides creative 
students the opportunity to 
build their portfolios, whether 
in video, writing, photogra-
phy or graphics,” said Melissa 
Reese, communications and 
media manager for Students 
of the World. “CAN also gives 
students the chance to create 
work about causes and issues 
that they are passionate about, 
as well as collaborate with oth-
er creative students who care 
about the same things.”
This semester, in addi-
tion to creating work for the 
chapter’s portfolio, students 
will compete against Stan-
ford for the chance to have 
their work distributed on 
Participant Media’s social ac-
tion website, TakePart.com. 
Shea Flynn, advertising 
and allied health professions 
senior, said she has been 
overwhelmed by the initiative 
and passion she’s seen in the 
members so far. 
“All of our projects this se-
mester are pretty incredible,” 
Flynn said. “They all have big 
ideas that I think are going 
to contribute to an outstand-
ing portfolio to represent the 
Creative Activist Network 
here at UT.”
Radio-television-film ju-
nior Minerva Zapata and her 
team are working on a project 
that will portray the issue of 
hunger. Zapata described this 
year’s members of the organi-
zation as “guinea pigs” for the 
network, but said she is con-
fident that all of the members 
will create meaningful work.
“I feel like the group that 
we have right now is pretty 
good,” Zapata said. “The fu-
ture for this organization 
seems pretty bright because 
the students involved in the 
group provide creative and 
unique talents that will allow 
this program to grow.” 
According to Reese, two 
more chapters at universi-
ties on the East Coast are 
in the process of becoming 
officially recognized.
“Our hope is that the UT 
chapter of CAN becomes a 
long-term role model for new 
CAN chapters across the coun-
try,” Reese said. “The creative 
talent at UT is really strong, 
and we would love to see UT’s 
chapter leading the pack in in-
novative, creative media about 
issues and causes.”
Black culture emphasized 
Hurdles remain for Higher ed
By Tatiana Marceleno
By Alexandra Dubinsky
Amy Zhang | Daily Texan Staff 
Dr. Leonard Moore presents his lecture on “Football as Intellectual Enterprise” during 
Blackademics Television in the KRLU studio Wednesday night. 
STATECAMPUS
 Media group presents social issues
CAMPUS
By Joshua Fechter
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Members of the 
House Higher 
Education 
Committee listen 
as Raymund 
Paredes, com-
missioner of the 
Texas Higher 
Education 
Coordinating 
Board, discusses 
the importance 
of improving the 
state’s higher 
education. 
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HOUSING RENTAL
370 Unf. Apts.
NOW PRE-LEASING IN WEST 
CAMPUS Studios and 1 bed-
rooms available for Summer or 
Fall move-in. 
Starting at $725!!! Most bills 
paid!!!
Red Oak Apts located at 2104 
San Gabriel St.
Envoy Apts located at 2108 San 
Gabriel St.
Diplomat Apts located at 1911 
San Gabriel St.
Barranca Square Apts located at 
910 W. 26th St.
Montage Apts located at 2812 
Rio Grande
Offi ce hours M-F 8:30-5:00. 
Please visit us at www.wsgaus-
tin.com, call 512.499.8013 or 
email wsgaustin@yahoo.com 
NOW PRE-LEASING IN HYDE 
PARK Studios, 1 bedrooms & 2 
bedrooms available for Summer 
or Fall move-in.
Starting at $675!! Most bills 
paid!!!
Le Marquee Apts located at 302 
W. 38th St.
Monticello Apts located at 306 
W. 38th St.
Melroy Apts located at 3408 
Speedway
Offi ce hours M-F 8:30-5:00. 
Please visit us at www.wsgaus-
tin.com, call 512.499.8013 or 
email wsgaustin@yahoo.com 
SERVICES
760 Misc. Services
FOR SALE Beautiful, loose 1.5 
carat round diamond. Certifi ed 
SI-1 clarity, F color. Sacrifi ce for 
$9,997. (512)903-2294. 
EMPLOYMENT
766 Recruitment
$5,500-$10,000 
PAID EGG DO-
NORS
All Races. SAT>1100/
ACT>24/GPA>3.0 N/Smokers, 
Ages 18-27 Reply to: info@egg-
donorcenter.com
790 Part Time
BARTENDING! $300/DAY PO-
TENTIAL
No experience necessary. Train-
ing available. Age 18+. 800-965-
6520 ext. 113 
870 Medical
 
Donors average $150 per specimen.
Apply on-line
www.123Donate.com
Seeks College-Educated Men
18–39 to Participate in a
Six-Month Donor Program
DONATE YOUR EGGS Become 
an Egg Donor
Give a miracle with egg dona-
tion. See how to qualify for com-
pensation. www.txeggdonor.
com or call 888-my-donor. 512-
451-0149 
FOR SALE
Sell Textbooks
BOOKS Susannah was a young 
woman in love. She loved Der-
ek, gossip, snooping, chocolate 
mousse and romantic fantasies. 
She was bound to get into trou-
ble in Clumsy Hearts, a slightly 
misguided romance, by Hyste-
ria Molt. Available via Amazon.
com. 571-235-7182 
790 Part Time790 Part Time790 Part Time
ANNOUNCEMENTS
510 Entertainment-Tickets
VISIT DAILYTEXANONLINE.COM
SEE WHAT OUR
ONLINE
SYSTEM
has to offer, 
and place 
YOUR AD 
NOW!
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SEE WHAT OUR
ONLINE
SYSTEM
has to offer, 
and place 
YOUR AD 
NOW!
dailytexanclassifi eds.com
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free throws in the final min-
ute — getting the last two 
after stealing an Iowa State 
in-bounds pass — sealed 
the three-point triumph.
“I was just being aggres-
sive,” McClellan said. “The 
offense got kind of stag-
nant. Coach [Barnes] told 
me to drive the ball and 
that’s what I did. Coach 
always talks about effort, 
mainly with me. I just 
wanted to give him more 
effort tonight. That’s what 
I did.”
Kabongo was solid, scor-
ing 13 points and dishing 
out seven assists in 35 min-
utes. Holmes committed 
three first-half fouls and 
played just 18 minutes.
“It’s not about me,” Ka-
bongo, who didn’t answer 
any questions, said. “It’s 
a great team win. We just 
have to keep moving for-
ward. We’re 1-0 with our 
full team. It’s all about 
them. I’m thankful to the 
University of Texas and ev-
eryone that has been sup-
porting our team.”
Having Kabongo and 
Holmes back was nice. But 
it was the return of Mc-
Clellan’s determination to 
attack the basket and draw 
fouls in the second over-
time that put Texas over 
the top.
Lindsay Campbell. Gabby 
Smith’s RBI single and 
Taylor Hoagland’s two-run 
blooper into left gave the 
Longhorns a 3-0 lead.
“It was nice to have that 
run support,” Kern said. 
“Once we scored some 
runs, I knew I could relax 
a little bit.”
Hoagland drove in her 
third run of the game 
when she singled home 
Stephanie Ceo in the 
fourth inning. Mandy Ogle 
and Smith were thrown 
down after Ceo’s leadoff 
triple, but Hoagland came 
through with a line drive 
to left, giving Texas its 
fourth two-out run of the 
game. Twenty of the 38 
runs the Longhorns have 
scored this season have 
come with two outs.
“We’ve been feeding off 
each other,” Hoagland said. 
“I think everyone is going up 
with the mentality of putting 
the team in a good position 
and taking it one at-bat at a 
time. Being consistent has 
been our main focus.”
Texas, which has won 
each of its first 10 games 
in the last two seasons, im-
proved to 6-0 with the win. 
More importantly, Kern 
showed how deep the Long-
horns’ staff, which now 
boasts a 0.72 ERA, really is.
SOFTBALL
Freshmen lead Texas in shutout victory
Zachary Strain | Daily Texan Staff
Senior Taylor Hoagland rounds the bases Wednesday afternoon in Texas’ 6-0 victory over Stephen F. Austin. Hoagland led the 
Longhorns with three RBI’s driving in half of the team’s six runs. The win brings the Longhorns to 6-0 on the season. 
GAME BREAKDOWN STOCK UP
double of the season with 
18 points and 13 rebounds. 
Empress Davenport also 
looked impressive in the 
loss, scoring 11 points in a 
team-high 38 minutes for 
her third-straight double 
digit scoring night.
In a game which saw 
their opponents attempt 
33 three-pointers, the 
Longhorns’ five shots from 
the three-point arc was a 
stat that stood out in the 
final statistics. 
The loss drops the Long-
horns even further behind 
in the Big 12 as they now sit 
two games behind Kansas 
State, whoich is currently 
eighth in a conference of 
10 teams.
With six games left to try 
and salvage their season, 
the Longhorns will look to 
snap their skid against Tex-
as Tech this Saturday.
BLANK
continues from page 6
THRILL
continues from page 6
FALLS
continues from page 6
First four innings: The first inning started off slow for 
Texas. Longhorns  starting pitcher Holly Kern hit a batter 
and Texas struck out twice in the opening the frame. The 
Longhorns were able to turn it around in the second in-
ning, breaking an 0-0 tie by scoring three runs and giving 
Kern some much-needed confidence on the mound. In 
the fourth inning, Ceo made it home off an RBI single by 
Hoagland, increasing the lead to 4-0. All four runs were 
scored with two out.
Final three innings: Texas continued to play solid de-
fense through the final innings. Stephens and King both 
scored in the fifth inning, the final runs of the game. The 
sixth inning marked the point at which Kern, a fresh-
man, earned her first career shutout in only her second 
career start.
— Rachel Wenzlaff
Despite lsoing the last time the Longhorns faced 
Stephen F. Austin two years ago, No. 6 Texas did not 
appear to be worried about Stephen F. Austin and 
trusted its six freshmen. The freshmen did not disap-
point, proving instrumental in the win as the Longhorns 
improved to 6-0. Texas took this game as an opportu-
nity to develop depth and experience for their already 
strong freshmen. Freshman Holly Kern pitched and 
earned her first career shutout. Freshmen Taylor King 
and Lindsey Stephens both scored one run, while fresh-
man Stephanie Ceo scored twice to contribute to the 
Texas win.
In addition to a successful night for the freshmen, senior 
Taylor Hoagland lead the team in RBIs with three, driving in 
half of the team’s runs. SFA’s defense couldn’t hold against the 
Texas offense. Numerous balls bounced off the gloves of the La-
dyjacks, allowing the Longhorns additional running time.
WHY TEXAS WON
UP NEXT
The Longhorns will 
travel to Houston for 
this weekend’s Hilton 
Houston Plaza Invita-
tional, their first game 
away from home. Tex-
as begins play Friday, 
taking on DePaul at 
10 a.m. and Illinois at 
12:30 p.m. CST.
Texas vs. DePaul
HILTON  
HOUSTON PLAZA 
INVITATIONAL
Date: Friday
Time: 10 a.m.
Location: Houston
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“Pictures of People” was the 
phrase used by Arnold New-
man to describe his revolu-
tionary style of portraiture. 
With subjects ranging from 
President John F. Kennedy to 
Georgia O’Keeffe, Newman 
was known throughout the 
twentieth century for convey-
ing the true character and 
nature of his subjects by em-
phasizing the environments 
in which they worked or lived. 
Roy Flukinger, the senior re-
search curator at the Harry 
Ransom Center, worked to 
compile the first posthumous 
exhibit of Newman’s work, “Ar-
nold Newman: Masterclass”. 
He discusses Newman’s ideol-
ogy and how environmental 
portraiture influenced photog-
raphy in the twentieth century. 
The Daily Texan: Newman 
was known for his style of 
portrait known as environ-
mental portraiture. What 
made this style of portrait 
so revolutionary?
Roy Flukinger: At the time, 
the accepted portrait tradition 
was to work within a clean, 
neutral studio setting and to 
shoot one’s subject against a 
white or somewhat gray back-
ground.  Newman’s style was 
revolutionary because he de-
liberately chose to depict and 
interpret his subjects within 
a off-site place customarily 
related to their work or pro-
fession.  His settings were 
therefore much more complex 
and aesthetically intriguing 
— and found great popular-
ity with both editors and the 
general public.
DT: What elements of his 
work does the show include? 
What is the focus of the show?
Flukinger: Primarily, the 
exhibition shows around 200 
of his masterworks from all as-
pects of his professional career. 
In addition to the portraits 
there are a number of his early 
images  — chiefly abstractions 
and documentary works — as 
well as a selection of contact 
sheets showing the evolu-
tion of sittings for a few of his 
portrait sessions.  Also of sig-
nificance are a number of cases 
which contain manuscripts, 
photographs, periodicals and 
assorted memorabilia which 
came directly from the Ar-
nold Newman archive which 
is housed here in the Center. It 
attempts to give a certain per-
spective to his entire life. The 
focus of the show is to reveal 
new aspects of his overall art 
throughout his life, a deeper 
sense of not only his honesty 
and his compassion.
DT: “Masterclass” is the title 
of the exhibit and plays on the 
importance Newman gave to 
education. How did educa-
tion and instruction factor 
into Newman’s idea of life 
and photography?
Flukinger: He was always 
accessible to other photogra-
phers and assistants who he 
trained in the art and tech-
nique of photography. He 
taught at many workshops. He 
was constantly fascinated by 
students and their work.
DT: How does the show edu-
cate viewers?
Flukinger: Newman was 
a strong advocate for educa-
tion, and I like to think that 
he would readily approve of 
the way the exhibition teaches 
visitors about photography 
in general and his own ex-
ceptional work in particular. 
Viewing his artworks, one can 
see how he worked with sub-
jects and materials, how he 
made the deliberate and criti-
cal selections that reflected the 
artistry of his portraiture, and 
what went into the all the myr-
iad visual elements that rep-
resented his industry and his 
elegant vision.  Plus, we have 
attempted to hang the show in 
such a manner that the viewer 
can experience the individual 
works more closely and learn 
from their own comparisons 
and observations as well.
DT: Were there benefits to 
Newman’s techniques?
Flukinger: He took his 
time, and he was very delib-
erate. He didn’t want them 
[his subjects] to feel uncom-
fortable, so he worked with 
them until they felt comfort-
able. If he met someone to 
act difficult he would work 
with them until he got them 
into the face he wanted. 
That deliberateness helped 
me take a correct picture of 
the person. 
DT: Were his subjects accept-
ing of his work?
Flukinger: Well, let’s just 
say that the early painters were 
so content with his work that 
they would trade their art-
work for his portrait. He was 
paid by them with a piece of 
their artwork. 
DT: How was he perceived by 
the public?
Flukinger: He was very 
popular from the beginning. 
He emerged through pic-
ture press in the art world in 
1946, and it was something 
that was immediately effec-
tive in terms of his impact 
with people and news and 
feature media. He was a man 
with a particularly unique 
vision. He was always no-
ticed by the public at the 
time because of the style 
of portraiture was pretty 
popular. He was accepted 
in an age when not many 
photographers were. He was 
capable of showing not only 
the face of a person but also 
his character. 
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could predict relation-
ship success four years 
down the line.
However, most re-
searchers aren’t taking 
his results at face value. 
The experiment hasn’t 
made it through the 
peer review process nor 
are there any plans to 
publish it in any lead-
ing journal. Addition-
ally, even from the scant 
details that Gonzaga 
provided, many object-
ed to the methodology 
employed as well as the 
obvious risk of confir-
mation bias (it’s very 
unlikely that an experi-
ment will end up one 
way if the researchers’ 
careers depend on it 
ending another).
The truth of the mat-
ter is that nobody knows 
the secret to a good rela-
tionship and it’s unlikely 
we’ll find the answer in a 
computer or research lab. 
Even those who think 
they’ve found a perfect 
match often attribute it 
to nothing more than 
serendipity, but that’s 
part of the romantic 
magic that turns perfect-
ly normal human beings 
into googly-eyed, hand-
holding baby talkers that 
the rest of us have to en-
dure, sometimes even on 
a full stomach.
However cheap to-
morrow’s candy is, 
Valentine’s Day is not 
worth it.
The city’s musical ambience 
fostered her already sparked 
interest in the telegram busi-
ness, and she soon befriend-
ed Abby Green, the previous 
owner of Singing Telegrams 
of Austin. Over time, Green 
found it increasingly diffi-
cult to manage the business 
on her own.
“I went on tour the year 
that [Wareham] bought it 
and I contacted her to see 
if she wanted to deliver the 
telegrams and be a contrac-
tor for the company. Even-
tually, with all of her ideas, 
I told her that she really 
needed to buy the company,” 
Green said. 
Since becoming the 
owner of the company, 
Wareham has accrued a 
number of new costumes 
and instruments that she 
uses to deliver messages. 
Although her first couple 
of telegrams did not go as 
smoothly as she might have 
hoped, Wareham claimed 
that confidence came 
with practice, as well as 
her costumes. 
“When you show up in 
a gorilla suit … that re-
ally helps,” Wareham said. 
“As a performer, when I 
put on a costume, I feel 
the confidence to become 
that character.” 
On the side, Wareham 
also teaches ukulele, per-
forms for private groups and 
entertains senior citizens. 
Terri Ettner, an activities 
coordinator at Wyoming 
Springs Assisted Living & 
Memory Care in Round 
Rock, wrote in an email 
that [Wareham] has been 
an outstanding entertainer 
at the home. After sing-
ing and leading a number 
of Valentine’s Day-themed 
activities on Tuesday, 
Wareham left a notable 
impression on both Ettner 
and many of the Wyoming 
Springs residents.
“I was highly impressed 
with her energy from the 
first conversation,” Ettner 
wrote. “She came with 
ukulele in hand … and 
is a great asset to our life 
enrichment program.”
For now, telegrams con-
tinue to be Wareham’s pri-
mary focus and interest. 
Special occasions like Valen-
tine’s Day make work for her 
particularly gratifying.
“I really consider it a priv-
ilege and an honor to be per-
forming telegrams, because 
what I am is a conduit for 
peoples’ love for one anoth-
er,” Wareham said. “I’m just 
the person in the middle.” 
LOVE
continues from page 10
SONG
continues from page 10
By Olivia Arena
ARNOLD NEWMAN: 
MASTERCLASS EXHIBIT
When: Feb. 12 - May 12
Where: Harry Ransom 
Q-AND-A
Revolutionary portraits show more than black, white 
Amy Zhang
Daily Texan Staff
Roy Flukinger, 
senior research 
curator at the 
Harry Ransom 
Center, gives 
a tour of 
the “Arnold 
Newman: 
Masterclass” 
exhibition as a 
part of their tour 
training. The 
exhibition will be 
open until May 
12. 
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Cupid
SHOPS HERE.
VALENTINE
’S DAY  
IS FEBRUAR
Y 
14TH!
ACROSS
 1 One of a 
popular TV 
game show duo
 6 Not present 
when expected, 
for short
 9 Block
14 Many a “Today” 
show sign
15 Goof
16 Silly
17 Predecessor of 
Ariel Sharon
19 Number of days 
in una semana
20 Questionnaire 
response 
column
21 Practiced
22 Queen of 
Denmark, 
1947-72
23 Moravian 
capital
24 Object
25 Request that 
would complete 
42-Across
31 One looking 
down
32 Some fuzz
33 ___-weekly
35 When a right 
is sometimes 
allowed
36 Rocky peak
37 Novelist whose 
first wife had 
the same first 
name, curiously
39 Vet, e.g.
40 Boxer’s 
response
41 Title figure in 
a Mitch Albom 
best seller
42 When 
completed, 
popular TV 
program starting 
in 1975
46 Man’s name 
meaning “young 
man”
47 Black
48 Meeting place for 
mathematicians?
51 Linear, in brief
52 Confusion
55 Erase
56 Military 
protection
58 Thunders
59 Suffix with 
winter
60 A long time
61 Yes or no 
follower
62 Land once 
partly held by 
the Crusaders: 
Abbr.
63 One of a 
popular TV 
game show duo
DOWN
 1 “Say ___”
 2 Longtime Ritz 
competitor
 3 “___ in the 
Morning”
 4 9-Down fox
 5 Made a start
 6 Certain red
 7 “Dies ___”
 8 Couples cruise 
locale?
 9 See 4-Down 
and 36-Down
10 It’s a mystery
11 Heavyweight 
champ after 
Carnera
12 Fighting
13 Crumhorn, e.g.
18 Commander of 
Saul’s army, in 
I Samuel
22 Live ___
23 Dentist’s 
directive
24 Construction 
beam
25 Mini, for one
26 “What should I 
___?”
27 Clumsy move
28 Kind of switch
29 Pacific nation
30 The British 
Museum’s ___ 
Marbles
34 Something to 
fill in
36 1982 9-Down 
movie
37 You might go 
to bed early 
before these
38 Like many 
gallerygoers
40 “Family Ties” 
boy
41 Some 
Monopoly game 
equipment
43 Sign of an 
absent mind
44 Nonrhyming 
poetry
45 One earning a 
fee, maybe
48 Devices with 
spools
49 Wells race
50 Raise
51 Like mud
52 Key with three 
sharps: Abbr.
53 Seven-year-old 
explorer
54 Ural River city
56 Ones sexually 
flexible, for 
short
57 Actor Stephen
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Valentine’s Day is the 
time of the year when 
those in relationships ex-
press their love for each 
other, and the rest of us feel 
nothing but resentment to-
ward them. Our best bet is 
to just sit it out. Tomorrow 
the candy goes on sale, and 
we aren’t under any obliga-
tion to share.
It’s not like we’re miss-
ing anything. People in 
relationships are deluded 
and the lies begin from the 
moment inamorato and 
inamorata first lock eyes. 
A meta-study found that 
even though good-looking 
people are not, on average, 
more social, emotionally 
stable or intelligent than 
more ordinary members of 
the population, we let their 
bright smiles convince 
us otherwise.
It’s better to just take 
beauty out of the equation. 
If we even wanted to be in 
a relationship, we’d look 
past physical flaws in or-
der to find a deep, genuine, 
emotional connection. 
And that’s when, at 
least today, people turn to 
online dating.
Sure. Sounds great. Af-
ter all, when people ask 
how we met, what could 
be more romantic than 
telling them we answered 
dozens of vague multiple-
choice questions about 
ourselves and then a com-
puter told us we were 93 
percent compatible?
Romantic or not, it’s hard 
for even the most cynical 
among us to deny that the 
Internet has changed the 
dating game. Still, it took 
a recent paper a whopping 
65 pages to reach that con-
clusion. In simpler times, 
pairs would meet, often 
through friends, and then 
slowly get to know each 
other. Now even before 
the coffee date, two woo-
ers have access to several 
shallow, poorly punctuat-
ed paragraphs about each 
other, effectively flipping 
the old model on its head.
But, do online dating 
sites promote, as the pa-
per refers to them, “better 
romantic outcomes?” The 
authors say the answer is 
both yes and no.
The yes comes in the 
form of providing access to 
a large database of people 
who you could not have 
otherwise met. Addition-
ally, the authors suggest 
that brief online commu-
nication could potentially 
allow for greater attrac-
tion once the face-to-face 
meeting occurs (though 
the longer this takes to 
happen, the worse it is 
for the relationship). The 
computer algorithms may 
also be good at eliminat-
ing definite “no”s from the 
selection process.
However, algorithms 
can’t predict who will 
make us feel weak at the 
knees, tripping over words 
and regressing back to our 
middle school selves. What 
we look for in a profile is 
not necessarily the same 
as what makes a person at-
tractive. Yes, objectively we 
want a good-looking and 
personable partner with 
a good career, but those 
attributes may not trigger 
Cupid’s arrow during what 
the scientists refer to as 
“in vivo” communication 
(there’s a reason these au-
thors work for universities 
and not Hallmark).
Last month, the senior 
research scientist at eHar-
mony, Gian C. Gonzaga, 
responded to the paper’s 
criticisms and revealed, 
for the first time, how the 
company’s compatibility 
algorithm works. A study 
done within the company 
found that scores from 
questionnaires given dur-
ing the sign-up phase 
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You don’t need to go out on 
Valentine’s Day. Everywhere 
has a three-hour wait, and 
you probably want to stay at 
home on your couch with a 
movie no matter what your 
Facebook relationship status 
says. Three members of the 
Life and Arts staff have gath-
ered their collective love expe-
rience to provide these movie 
selections based on where you 
and your partner — or lack 
thereof — are this Feb. 14. 
—Compiled by Kelsey 
McKinney, Sarah-Grace 
Sweeney and Alex Williams
If You’re Happy in Your 
Relationship
If you and your significant 
other are one of those few 
couples completely content 
in your relationship, some-
thing like “Sixteen Candles” 
is just enough mush for you. 
There’s something so awk-
ward and sweet about Molly 
Ringwald and that hot lum-
berjack guy. You can cuddle 
on the couch when they chat 
across the candlelit table, and 
laugh together when her sis-
ter takes too many muscle re-
laxers at her wedding. Maybe 
you can talk about your wed-
ding, while the rest of us 
throw up.
If You’re Bored in Your 
Relationship
If you need to spice things 
up between you and your 
partner, “Mr. & Mrs. Smith” 
may do the trick. The com-
pletely absurd film about 
an assassin couple that has 
been assigned to kill each 
other is only made better by 
how attractive Angelina Jo-
lie and Brad Pitt look hold-
ing machine guns. Rather 
than inspiring a fight of 
glass-shattering propor-
tions, hopefully “Mr. & Mrs. 
Smith” will only encourage 
you to get a little creative. 
If You’re Trying to Make Your 
Move
Valentine’s Day could be 
the perfect, albeit totally 
cliché day, to make your 
move on that friend you like 
as, you know, more than a 
friend. Find your inspira-
tion in “When Harry Met 
Sally.” Billy Crystal and Meg 
Ryan are the leading charac-
ters in one of the greatest ro-
mantic comedies of all time 
that will result in both tears 
and laughter. If nothing else, 
it may inspire you to play a 
good game of Pictionary.  
If You’re On Your First Date
The problem with your 
typical first date Nicholas 
Sparks movie is that their 
protagonists are so much 
more romantically compe-
tent than you are, and that’s 
just an impossible standard 
to live up to. “Stranger Than 
Fiction” stars Will Ferrell 
as an uptight IRS agent — 
a much easier bar to clear. 
Ferrell has a whirlwind 
romance with tattooed baker 
Maggie Gyllenhaal, and the 
results are sweet and tender, 
refreshingly restrained but 
never cloying. 
If You’re On Your Last Date
If you never want to 
hold hands again, throw 
on Steven Soderbergh’s 
“Contagion,” a paranoia-
laden thriller about an 
epidemic. The film lingers 
on surfaces touched by in-
fected characters, and if 
you really want to make 
the squirms set in, start 
coughing at inopportune 
moments. It helps that 
“Contagion” is starkly un-
romantic, featuring infi-
delity, brutal insights into 
human nature, and Gwe-
nyth Paltrow’s scalp be-
ing peeled back during an 
autopsy. Chances of a kiss 
good-night after this one 
couldn’t be worse. 
If You’re Single and Eating 
Jack in the Box
Valentine’s Day is for lov-
ers and you don’t have one. 
So to rub it in, we prescribe 
you a marathon of nauseat-
ing proportions. Watch all of 
the Nicholas Sparks movies. 
And we mean all. After “The 
Notebook,” “The Last Song” 
and “Dear John,” drag your-
self in your sweatpants to the 
theater to see “Safe Haven,” 
where you can cry in the 
company of a whole bunch 
of smooching lovebirds. 
Pick up ice cream on the 
way home.  
If You’re Single and Ecstatic
No one who is single and 
ecstatic will be at home 
watching a movie on Val-
entine’s Day anyway. You 
probably already have 
plans to go to The White 
House on Rainey Street for 
the $15 all-you-can-drink 
special. Cheers to you and 
your self-confidence. 
Armed with an arsenal 
of comical costumes, Mardi 
Wareham, the proprietor of 
“Singing Telegrams of Aus-
tin,” is spending her Valen-
tine’s Day traveling all over 
the city to deliver personal-
ized songs and messages to 
her clients. 
Unlike the original tele-
gram, these messages are a 
novelty reinvention in which 
people hire a human mes-
senger to communicate to 
friends or family on their 
behalf. Boasting a repertoire 
of popular music standards 
and an incredibly versatile 
wardrobe, Wareham deliv-
ers everything from birthday 
wishes to apologies. 
Valentine’s Day tends to 
be Wareham’s busiest day of 
the year, although Christ-
mas and Mother’s Day 
are also popular times for 
telegram requests. 
“[Valentine’s Day] is a very 
big day, I will be doing 10 or 
12 [telegrams]. So far I have 
nine booked,” Wareham said. 
“A lot of people will think of 
it because they can’t be [with 
the intended recipient].”
Despite her innate tal-
ent in performing, however, 
Wareham was first a free-
lance writer for various daily 
newspapers. With a Bach-
elor’s degree in journalism 
from Carleton University in 
Ottawa, Wareham spent a 
number of years in pursuit 
of a writing career before de-
ciding that reporting was not 
her passion. Music, on the 
other hand, provided a break 
from the norm. 
Considering Wareham’s 
vibrato-enriched voice and 
her rather confident com-
posure while perform-
ing, it’s hard to believe that 
she only started singing in 
her mid-thirties.
“I started off singing in 
choirs, but I don’t have any 
background in music,” Ware-
ham said.“I was not brought 
up in a musical household at 
all. My parents were not per-
formers. My siblings and I, 
we’re all Canadian, so there’s 
a little bit of British reserve.”
With a couple of years’ 
experience in singing under 
her belt, Wareham moved 
from her home in Vancouver, 
British Columbia to Austin. 
SCIENCE
SCENE
By Robert Starr
By Stuart Riley
LOVE continues on page 8
SONG continues on page 8
FILM
Romance has many different paths
SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY OFFBEAT
Cupid sends his love 
through woman of song
Valentine’s Day can be
perfect with just a TV
Photo courtesy of Universal Pictures
Molly Ringwald and that hot lumber jack guy stare lovingly into each other’s eyes in the ‘80s classic “Sixteen Candles.” This is your 
movie if you’re happy and have your lumberjack.
Sam Ortega | Daily Texan Staff
Mardi Wareham, owner of Singing Telegrams of Austin, deliv-
ers personalized messages through musical performances 
that incorporate costumes and dancing. Wareham said that 
Valentine’s Day tends to be the busiest day of the year for her.
Illustration by Ploy Buraparate
No valentine? Love the  science 
scene video:
bit.ly/dt_VDay
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One overtime wasn’t 
enough. Sheldon McClellan 
made sure two overtimes 
would be.
The Longhorns had blown 
plenty of second-half leads 
and played in three other 
overtime games this season, 
losing all three.
But, with Myck Kabongo 
suiting up for the first time 
all year and Jonathan Holm-
es playing for the first time in 
three weeks, it was supposed 
to be different.
And it was. Texas took the 
same Iowa State squad that 
pummeled it by 20 points last 
month to overtime, thanks to 
a 25-footer from Ioannis Pa-
papetrou with 1.7 seconds 
left in regulation.
“To tell you the truth, I felt 
it,” Papapetrou said. “Every 
time you shoot the ball, you 
want it to go in. I could feel 
it going in.”
When Kabongo and Hol-
mes both fouled out in the 
first overtime period, how-
ever, the same group that had 
squandered so many wins 
before was charged with the 
responsibility of hanging on 
against the Cyclones.
“Maybe that was the 
best part of it,” head coach 
Rick Barnes said after the 
thrilling victory.
Texas and Iowa State re-
mained tied after the first five 
extra minutes. Then McClel-
lan took over, scoring all 10 
of the Longhorns’ points in 
the second overtime period, 
propelling the Longhorns 
past the Cyclones, 89-86 
on Wednesday night at the 
Frank Erwin Center.
“That was a hard fought 
game for a season opener,” 
Barnes joked. “There was a 
lot of guys in that game that 
showed a lot of individual 
toughness. It was a great win 
for us.”
McClellan, who scored just 
eight of his 18 points before 
the final five minutes of the 
game, would not be denied. 
His layup tied the game at 81, 
then two more free throws 
from him tied it at 83. His four 
6 SPTS
SWEET DEAL
VALENTINE MASSAGE
www.utrecsports.org
RELAXINGSTARTS HERE
Christian Corona, Sports Editor 
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TEXAS [2OT] IOWA STATEVS.
SIDELINE
Texas on top in thriller
Lawrence Peart | Daily Texan Staff
Sophomore Sheldon McClellan takes a shot against Iowa State at the Erwin Center. McClellan came off the bench to score 18 points, 
including 10 in the final overtime, to lead the Longhorns to a double overtime victory Wednesday night. 
By Christian Corona
THRILL continues on page 7
McClellan finds rhythm, 
leads Texas in overtime
SOFTBALL  | TEXAS 6, SFA 0
Lawrence Peart | Daily Texan Staff
Freshman Ioannis Papapetrou celebrates after scoring the final bas-
ket in regulation, a three-pointer to send the Longhorns into overtime. 
Zachary Strain
Daily Texan Staff
Freshman Holly 
Kern pitches 
against Steven 
F. Austin on 
Wednesday 
afternoon. In 
her second 
career start, 
Kern pitched a 
complete-game 
shut-out to blank 
the Ladyjacks 
6-0.
Longhorns blank Ladyjacks
It hasn’t taken long for 
Holly Kern to get used to the 
college game.
In just her second ca-
reer start, Kern tossed a 
complete-game shutout in 
Texas’ 6-0 win over Stephen 
F. Austin on Wednesday. 
Kern retired the side three 
times in six innings of her 
Longhorns debut last Friday, 
when she allowed one run 
on three hits during a 9-1 
win over North Texas.
“I was hoping to get [the 
first shutout] in my first 
game,” Kern said.
The freshman from Pla-
no didn’t set the Ladyjacks 
down in order until the 
sixth inning Wednesday, 
stranding seven runners, but 
kept Stephen F. Austin from 
crossing the plate all night.
It was a much crisper per-
formance than the one the 
Longhorns turned in last 
Sunday, when they squeaked 
past North Texas, 5-4, in the 
Texas Classic title game.
“We talked to the 
captains,” head coach Con-
nie Clark said. “They were 
the first to admit that their 
warm-up could have been a 
bit sharper on Sunday. They 
set the tone. Our captains 
sured things up today.”
Kern got some early help 
when Texas tacked on three 
runs in the second inning. 
Taylor Thom got things 
started with a leadoff dou-
ble in that frame, but was 
thrown out at home by La-
dyjacks second baseman 
By Christian Corona
BLANK continues on page 7
GAME BREAKDOWN
WHY TEXAS WON
STOCK UP By the numbers
SPORTS 
BRIEFLY
Swimmers sweep 
conference honors 
Four Longhorns were 
recognized by the Big 12 
Conference for their ef-
forts in the pool this past 
week. Senior Michael 
McBroom was named 
the Big 12 Men’s Swim-
mer of the Week and ju-
nior Lily Moldenhauer 
was named the Big 12 
Women’s Swimmer of the 
Week along with Kansas’ 
Brooke Brull.
In diving, redshirt sopho-
more Will Chandler was 
named the Big 12 Men’s 
Diver of the Week and 
redshirt junior Maren Tay-
lor was named the Big 12 
Women’s Diver of the Week. 
McBroom was rec-
ognized after setting the 
NCAA record for the 
1,000-yard freestyle event 
against SMU and No. 1 
Arizona. This is the second 
weekly honor for McBroom 
this season. Moldenhauer 
brought home victories in 
the 100-yard backstroke 
and 100-yard butterfly 
against Arizona and SMU 
while bringing home a win 
in the 100-yard backstroke 
against TCU. 
Taylor swept the po-
dium against Arizona and 
SMU, bringing home wins 
in the three-meter spring-
board, one-meter spring-
board, and platform 
events. So far in 2013, she 
has picked up first in all 
but one event, spanning 
four meets versus five 
schools. This is the fourth 
weekly honor for Taylor 
and second straight. 
Chandler finished first 
in both the one-meter 
and three-meter spring-
board events against Ari-
zona and SMU and came 
out first in the one-meter 
springboard event against 
TCU. This is the third 
weekly honor for Chan-
dler this season. 
 —Sara Beth Purdy 
WOMEN’S BASKETBALL | KSU 68, TEXAS 47
Longhorns struggle,  
fall easily to Wildcats
The Texas Longhorns 
(9-14, 2-10) lost their third 
straight game on Wednesday 
night, dropping a rematch 
with Kansas State (13-11, 
4-8) 68-47. Despite the team’s 
height advantage that spurred 
a victory in their last meeting, 
Texas couldn’t find an answer 
for the Wildcats’ shooters.
Both squads got off to a 
slow start shooting from 
the field, with Texas hold-
ing a slim 13-12 lead af-
ter 11 minutes of action. 
The Wildcats found their 
rhythm as the half dwin-
dled down however, reel-
ing off a 14-4 run to take an 
11-point lead into halftime.
The Longhorns allowed 
the Wildcats to shoot 51.9 
percent from the field in the 
first half while only shoot-
ing 40 percent themselves.
Texas’ woes continued in 
the second half as Kansas 
State started the half with a 
14-2 scoring run to bring its 
lead to 25. A three-point play 
by Nneka Enemkpali gave 
the team a spark of energy, 
but the women weren’t able 
to find a consistent rhythm.
Despite outscoring the 
Wildcats 26-24 in the paint, 
the Longhorns couldn’t find 
an answer for the three-point 
shooting of Kansas State. 
The Wildcats shot 36.4 per-
cent from deep in the game, 
knocking down 12 three-
pointers, including eight in 
the second half alone.
Enemkpali was the bright 
spot for Texas in the game, 
recording her 11th double-
By Matt Warden
FALLS continues on page 7
Nneka Enemkpali 
Senior
Sheldon McClellan scored 
all 10 of the Longhorns’ points 
in the second overtime and 
led Texas with 18 total points. 
McLellan was also a perfect 
8-for-8 from the free throw 
line and pulled down a team-
high three offensive boards. 
With Myck Kabongo and 
Jonathan Holmes fouled out, 
McLellan took the game into 
his own hands in overtime and 
finally showed he can make 
tough shots down the stretch. 
One of the best performances 
McLellan has had all season.
First Half: Texas shot 50 percent from the field, but turned 
the ball over eight times and trailed by four points at the in-
termission. Connor Lammert scored seven points and Myck 
Kabongo logged 20 minutes of action, adding six points and 
five assists. Iowa State’s Will Clyburn hit all five of his free 
throws on his way to 11 first-half points. Melvin Ejim added 
eight points and seven rebounds for the Cyclones.
Second Half/Overtimes: The Longhorns and Cyclones 
exchanged baskets for much of the second half, but with 
under two seconds to play freshman forward Ioannis Papa-
petrou connected on a long three-pointer, tying the game at 
71-71. Kabongo would score the Longhorns’ first bucket in 
overtime, and would assist on a Julien Lewis three-pointer 
on Texas’ next possession. Lewis hit two threes in the first 
overtime, his only points on the night. The Longhorns did 
not miss a free throw in either overtime and shot 80 percent 
from the charity stripe for the game. Although three Cy-
clones scored 20 or more points, the Longhorns held them 
to 35 percent shooting from the field.
—Nick Cremona
Connor Lammert: The freshman scored 
a career-high 14 points on 6-for-8 shoot-
ing, added six rebounds, four assists, three 
blocks and a steal as time expired in the 
second overtime period. He had some 
trouble containing Melvin Ejim on the 
defensive end, but Lammert really stepped 
up after Jonathan Holmes fouled out in the 
first overtime.
80: Number of field goal attempts for Iowa 
State, 19 more than Texas attempted.
5: Texas players who scored in dou-
ble figures: Sheldon McLellan, Ioannis 
Papapetrou, Connor Lammert, Myck 
Kabongo and Javan Felix.
7: Offensive rebounds for Iowa State’s Melvin 
Ejim. Texas had nine total offensive rebounds.
35: Minutes Myck Kabongo played in his sea-
son debut after serving a 23-game suspension.
ONLINE
Check out the Texas 
women’s golf recap! 
The Longhorns fin-
ished fourth at the 
Northrop Grumman 
Regional Challenge  
on Wednesday.
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